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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Why did that teacher prop open the door at Robb's Elementary in 4 
Uvalde, Texas? Why and when did 18-year-old Salvador Ramos 5 
engage in advance planning this attack, to be executed on that day, 6 
and at that time, to kill his grandmother, then kill 19 children, 7 
most of whom were only 10 years of age, and two teachers? And 8 
why were the Texas Rangers on scene told to treat the incident as a 9 
barricade hostage scenario instead of an active shooter scenario—10 
especially since everyone, including the parents gathered outside, 11 
could hear this guy was actively shooting children? I'm sure it was 12 
all, just, you know, one of those things. I'm sure there were no 13 
shadowy figures lurking about in the background of Ramos' life; 14 
surely no one saw the profile of this young man made him an ideal 15 
target to be recruited, and groomed, and then triggered to commit 16 
this atrocity, because, we all know that there is no shadow 17 
government bent on protecting their coupe at any cost, and 18 
advancing their plans to destroy America and enslave her people. 19 
There have never been Nazis, or Hitler's, or Mussolini's, or Stalin's, 20 
or Pol Pot's, or Mao's, of Roman Catholic Inquisitors, who 21 
conspired and carried out mass murder—those things just don't 22 
happen; but 18-year-olds set out to plan and execute that plan to 23 
attack an elementary school and kill 19 children, because the "gun 24 
called his name." Right? This was not a spur of the moment, 25 
isolated rage triggered incident — the kid planned, in advance, to 26 
do this, telegraphed his intentions — so, where are these people he 27 
contacted to signal he was on the move; did he receive a message 28 
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informing him the door would be propped open, that everything 29 
was in place, that it was time? 30 
Why do Demoncrats want to disarm American citizens? Well, they 31 
know that's not going to happen! There are more guns in the hands 32 
of private citizens in America than there are citizens. So, let's 33 
rephrase the question, why do Demoncrats want to make owning 34 
firearms illegal so they can deploy the full power of government to 35 
by violence and force take our guns and rob the people of their 36 
right to keep and bear arms sufficient to protect them from a rogue 37 
government usurped by stealing the power of Americans to vote—38 
why would these Deep State, globalist traitors, want to take away 39 
our inalienable right of self-protection, and turn these gun owners 40 
into criminals, into transgressors of their law?  41 
It would not be because they plan to undermine all our inalienable 42 
rights, and second amendment, along with the first, gets in their 43 
way. They have stolen our voice and our vote. Without a free, 44 
independent, and honest press, and liberty to speak, and without a 45 
free and honest election, the government is no longer ruling at the 46 
consent of the governed, but the governed are living at the consent 47 
of the government; put the government in the hands of liars and 48 
cheats and you have a lying and cheating government — put the 49 
government into the hands of wicked people and you get wicked 50 
government—by the way, wicked is an interesting word. 51 
In the NT it translates kak-os' — something or someone that is 52 
without value because it lacks proper values; it refers to someone 53 
depraved and so destructive of good, injurious, and so evil. Keep in 54 
mind our association of evil with sin comes from the fact that sin 55 
(transgression of the law or laws of nature and nature's GOD) 56 
brings evil — the destructive consequences of sin. 57 
The destruction we are experiencing right now is directly the 58 
consequence of the actions of WICKED rulers. And that is why 59 
"When the wicked beareth rule, the people mourn…" (Proverbs 60 
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29:2), and "as a roaring lion and a ranging bear; so is a wicked ruler 61 
over the poor people" (Proverbs 28:15) — and the word poor is not 62 
talking about those impoverished on account of their laziness, or 63 
the poverty of those suffering the consequences of their own 64 
wickedness, their own rebellion against the laws of nature and of 65 
Nature's GOD; it's talking about those who are weak, or thin, and 66 
not physically, but spiritually, materially, and sometimes mentally 67 
— those who are positioned purposely to be too weak to defend 68 
themselves against a superior force. Like the many who caved in to 69 
the pressures of a government obsessing with power and were 70 
driven to suicide, or whose businesses were wiped out by these 71 
wicked rulers who like bears ranged through our lives destroying 72 
everything in their path, while, like lions, they roar over the 73 
captured prey in arrogant defiance, prancing about the world 74 
leaving Godzilla sized CARBON FOOTPRINTS, despising their 75 
own mask "protocols" — herding the pitiful and helpless people 76 
like their personal cattle turning our land into their ranch where 77 
they KEEP their cows, and pigs, and send out their pet dogs to keep 78 
the cows and pigs and their goats to go about butting the sheep! 79 
When the WICKED become your KEEPERS your purpose in life is 80 
to service their appetites— 81 
They want you poor because then you are weak, and much more 82 
easily KEPT and when KEPT, much more easily preyed upon! 83 
You better PRAY to the GOD of Heaven or you will become prey 84 
to the usurper god of this world — give power to the children of 85 
disobedience then disobedience feeds the power that rules you. 86 
People like Biden and Hillary and Obama don't subordinate 87 
themselves to law, they elevate themselves above the law and then 88 
use the law to enslave the poor people. They are like their father, the 89 
Devil, who manipulates the law of GOD to enslave the people 90 
either by the tyranny of superstitious application of the LAW or by 91 
seducing you to transgress, so he can use the law to OPPRESS. 92 
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Put wicked people in power and you are under the power of 93 
wickedness. Give the government to the wicked, and you will have 94 
wicked government. Let the wicked work their way into positions 95 
of law enforcement, and you end up with the enforcement of 96 
wickedness against righteousness; put the righteous in positions of 97 
law enforcement, and you end up with the enforcement of 98 
righteousness against wickedness.  99 
Put the sword of civil justice into the hands of the wicked and it 100 
will be used to serve the interests of injustice. 101 
The wicked are bent, twisted, set against nature and nature's GOD. 102 
The righteous are straight, set in service to nature and nature's 103 
GOD.  104 
Who are the wicked? Who are the righteous? The wicked are 105 
contrary to nature and nature's GOD and seek to set themselves 106 
over LAW, to make LAW their servant, to use the laws of men to 107 
overthrow the laws of nature and nature's GOD; rather than bow 108 
their knee to our LORD JESUS, they would bow His knee to their 109 
will—but they can't, so they opt for the next best thing, bring the 110 
image bearers to heel at their command—they are lawless, and the 111 
lawless depend on violence and force to compel and coerce men in 112 
matters of faith, to dictate to them what they will believe. The law 113 
and laws of the wicked are LAWLESS—they make lawless laws, the 114 
sort that "make a man an offender for a word" (Isaiah 29:21), and 115 
that "lay a snare for him that reproveth in the gate" — those pesty 116 
preachers of righteousness that point out their abuses — and "turn 117 
aside the just for a thing of nought" — nought referring to what is 118 
vain, worthless, temporal, empty — like turning aside the just who 119 
demand justice for the J6 political prisoners, like turning aside the 120 
just who cry foul against a cabal of corrupt politicians who 121 
conspire to steal both the voice and vote of the people from them, 122 
and do it for the vanity of power and position—for the same vanity 123 
that inspired the Chief Priests, who in their day were equivalent to 124 
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the religious and judicial establishment, to rally the murderous 125 
religious leaders of their day to KILL CHRIST in order to protect 126 
their place — their positions, their power, their prestige — today's 127 
lovers of money and pleasure more than lovers of GOD; another 128 
quality of the wicked that separates them from the righteous — oh 129 
how they love money and the power it gives them to control men.  130 
The righteous are obedient to the laws of nature and nature's GOD 131 
and subordinate themselves to law; they use law to establish justice 132 
through righteous judgment, and they do not use violence or force 133 
of compulsion in matters of faith, but appeal to the conscience of 134 
men to repent, to bow their knee to KING JESUS; they are lawful.  135 
The wicked pervert the laws of nature — they rebel against the 136 
CREATOR's DESIGN in nature. They deny the laws of nature, 137 
today going so far as to argue a male can carry and deliver a baby; 138 
that a male can declare himself a female and compete in female 139 
sports events robbing women — do you not see that all of this 140 
nonsense about gender disorientation robs women — oh, it surely 141 
demeans men, it reduces them to pathetic, groveling GOLLUMS 142 
sacrificing their dignity for the delusion of it, for the mere illusion 143 
of glory they destroy a woman's glory by displacing her from 144 
among men — indeed, the antichrist will not "regard … the desire 145 
of women" (Daniel 11:37), so we are not surprised the spirit of 146 
antichrist will motivate the children of disobedience to despise the 147 
real interests of women, and displace them, and steal what glory 148 
GOD has reserved for them. 149 
And so, you see, if you make the wicked your rulers why are you 150 
surprised if evil—destruction, misery, mayhem, and ruin—151 
surround you, while they ride your backs like you are their 152 
DONKEYs— 153 
So I call on you instead to be CHRIST'S SHEEP! Hear the chief 154 
shepherd's voice and gather to Him—for your Shepherd is both the 155 
LAMB of GOD, and the LION of the tribe of JUDAH, and you are 156 
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indwelt by HIS SPIRIT of righteousness, and POWER — you have 157 
been made "partakers of the divine nature…" and so though you 158 
are sheep, you have the SPIRIT of THE LION in you—and it's 159 
time, dear friends, for the RIGHTEOUS to RISE against the 160 
WICKED, for the LION to ROAR. Think not for any moment that 161 
Jesus calls us sheep because we are weak, or poor, or helpless, and 162 
defenseless — 163 
First, He called us His SHEEP — He said, "MY SHEEP." They are 164 
unique. Only HIS SHEEP are possessed by the SPIRIT of the 165 
LAMB of GOD who is the LION of the TRIBE of JUDAH. 166 
Second, the quality He noted in His people that INSPIRED this 167 
observation is this — LIKE SHEEP CAN DISTINGUISH THE 168 
VOICE OF THEIR OWN SHEPHERD FROM ALL OTHER 169 
VOICES AND COME TO HIS CALL — Jesus said, "My sheep hear 170 
MY voice and FOLLOW ME." 171 
They will not follow the voice of the IDOL shepherd. The word is 172 
IDOL as in idolatry — the shepherds whose god is their belly, who 173 
through their covetous idolatry consume the flock — NO! These 174 
flocks are not of CHRIST; those sheep are not HIS SHEEP. 175 
Indeed, move among them and under the sheep's woolen costume 176 
you will see the feet and snout of pigs, smell the vomit on their 177 
doggy breath and hear the snarl of wolves. And Christ's sheep 178 
quickly discern the roar of the devouring lion from that of the 179 
DIVINE LION—the real LION KING! 180 
His sheep, like Jesus, the LAMB of GOD, have in their bosom the 181 
ROAR of the LION OF GOD—and it is time to roar beloved of 182 
GOD. It is time to gather to the call of the CHIEF SHEPHERD, 183 
and in unison ROAR—"Kiss the son…" ye lawless devils, "KISS 184 
THE SON, lest He be angry, AND YE PERISH FROM THE WAY, 185 
WHEN HIS WRATH IS KINDLED BUT A LITTLE." Psalm 2. 186 
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They, the unrighteous, the wicked, have almost TAKEN AWAY 187 
OUR VOICE and our VOTE by encroachment upon our 1st 188 
Amendment protections, leaving us virtually without power to 189 
redress our grievances against our government, and now they will 190 
aggressively come after our RIGHT TO PROTECT OURSELVES, 191 
they would make us powerless to resist tyranny! It's time for God's 192 
people to SUBMIT THEMSELVES TO GOD so that they might 193 
RESIST THE DEVIL and compel him to flee! 194 
Hold on through the break! I'll be right back! 195 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 196 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 197 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 198 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 199 
liberty. 200 
I need to complete my comments on the question posed in the first 201 
segment — I began with "Why did that teacher prop open the door 202 
at Robb's Elementary in Uvalde, Texas? By the way, the latest on 203 
that is that the teacher in question was helping someone deliver 204 
food through that door and that she closed it — and the follow-up 205 
on that is the shooter entered an UNLOCKED DOOR — that's 206 
interesting, since the police had to wait for someone to come with a 207 
KEY to unlock to door on the other end of the building to let them 208 
in — so, SHE LEFT THE DOOR UNLOCKED???? And the shooter 209 
told his friend, maybe two of them, that they would know what he 210 
was about to do "before 11 am." And the last communication was 211 
that he was going to go shoot up a school — and he happened to 212 
arrive at the school when the door was unlocked — and he went 213 
directly to THAT particular DOOR, at that particular time and – 214 
Why and when did 18-year-old Salvador Ramos engage in advance 215 
planning this attack, to be executed on that day, and at that time, to 216 
kill his grandmother, then kill 19 children, most of whom were 217 
only 10 years of age, and two teachers? And why were the Texas 218 
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Rangers on scene told to treat the incident as a barricade hostage 219 
scenario instead of an active shooter scenario—especially since 220 
everyone, including the parents gathered outside, could hear this 221 
guy was actively shooting children? I'm sure it was all, just, you 222 
know, one of those things. Surely, it all has nothing at all to do with 223 
the DEMONCRATS using every atrocity like this to push their gun 224 
confiscation agenda—because that is exactly where they are 225 
headed—a "forced buy back" program like Australia—so they can 226 
do to us what they did to the Australians during this nonsensical 227 
lockdown. 228 
By the way, Fauci has revealed it all—actually, that phony has let so 229 
many cats out of the bag, it's empty! Anyway — Bongino put it out 230 
there for us—Fauci admits it's not about mandates on the plane but 231 
it's about centralized government power — the issue is that 232 
decisions about public health belong with the public health agency 233 
as the only people who have the AUTHORITY—"so it's more a 234 
matter of principle of where the AUTHORITY lies …" Exactimo. 235 
It's about "where the authority lies…" it's about the public health 236 
versus personal health decisions. You are losing your right to make 237 
personal decisions about your health in the interest of PUBLIC 238 
HEALTH — only the problem is the people making decisions 239 
about PUBLIC health are a pack of corrupt politicians with their 240 
hands in the pockets of BIG PHARMA, and who are read in on the 241 
globalist plan to make sure you have nothing, and are happy—who 242 
want to turn the PUBLIC into their SLAVES— 243 
So, we are losing personal autonomy over our health decisions—244 
something they scream angrily about regarding a "woman's right to 245 
choose"—even though they are talking about a right to decide life 246 
or death for an entirely separate person, the baby in her womb — 247 
but when it comes to your personal health decisions like whether 248 
or not to take a vaccine or wear a mask — they are going to TAKE 249 
THAT DECISION AWAY FROM YOU ON BEHALF OF THE 250 
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HEALTH OF THE COLLECTIVE — something they call PUBLIC 251 
HEALTH — but we have no more reason to trust these decisions 252 
to THE CORRUPT INDIVIDUALS RUNNING OUR 253 
GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHMENT MEDICAL AGENCIES, such 254 
as the CDC, than we do to trust yahoos like Biden with decisions 255 
about what guns we can own. The idiot thinks a 9 mm round will 256 
blow the lung of a criminal hit by it right out of his body — beside 257 
the fact he is a macaroon who knows nothing about guns because 258 
he has no need to — he is surrounded by men with guns to protect 259 
him, and does not need to worry about that. But listen to this 260 
murderer, who would advocate for policies that leave you without 261 
the same protection he uses your taxes to buy for himself—he 262 
thinks having a weapon that he imagines would blow the lung out 263 
of a rapist too much power to give you, a round that would blow 264 
the lung, now it won't but, get my point here — these macarrons 265 
think giving THE PEOPLE the POWER to defend themselves with 266 
a weapon they think will blow the lung out of an intruder into your 267 
home, there to steal from you and pose a serious threat to your 268 
peace and safety, he thinks blowing such a persons lungs out is just 269 
too much power to give to the PEOPLE for their PROTECTION—270 
and I say any politician who cannot trust THE PEOPLE with the 271 
POWER to PROTECT themselves with weapons equal to and 272 
superior to what these common criminals can get — is a lousy, 273 
good for nothing scoundrel who has something else in mind than 274 
our protection — I think these people are planning to PREY on us. 275 
Giving the decision to our health and safety to people who want to 276 
JAB us with a vaccine but refuse to give full and informed consent, 277 
who want to strap a mask on our faces that they know, 278 
scientifically, will not provide protection against something so 279 
small as a virus, something that the PHONY FAUCI himself said 280 
— and knows — (Look, I've examined 241 scientific studies on this 281 
subject, over 150 of these specifically attempting to prove masks 282 
DO WORK, and every single one of them actually PROVE without 283 
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any room for reasonable doubt that not only do these masks NO 284 
WORK as source control to protect the public or as PPE, personal 285 
protection, they are harmful, and if worn for prolonged periods of 286 
time, exacerbate the sickness of a host and enhance infectivity to 287 
others. I'm writing my booklet on this, it will be done soon—you 288 
will be blown away when I expose the liars who are pushing this 289 
mask thing as a challenge for AUTHORITY, to subdue Americans 290 
into their control, so we will UNQUESTIONINGLY take their jab, 291 
and give them our guns. 292 
I would no more trust an establishment medical professional trying 293 
to force me to wear a mask and take their jab than I trust a politic 294 
(poly=many, tic=a blood sucking creature) who tells me an AR-15 295 
is "an AR, Assault Rifle," who surrounds themselves with armed 296 
guards with guns that I don't need one for the protection of my 297 
safety and the safety of my family. Personal liberty versus public 298 
safety—the best say to insure public safety is to get out of the way 299 
of personal liberty. I talked to that last Sunday night from the ships 300 
helm, the pulpit of the Lighthouse Baptist Church. 301 
Right now, I'm going to let you in on what JESUS said about 302 
personal protection. 303 
When it comes to your health, you are given individual 304 
responsibility as stewards of your body which is HIS TEMPLE and 305 
you have no authority to surrender your body to the government 306 
— He said render to Caesar what is his, and to GOD what is HIS, 307 
and how fitting for us today that the basis of this was WHAT 308 
BEARS THE IMAGE AND LIKENESS OF GOD belongs to GOD. 309 
You have stewardship over it under GOD and Jesus said you have 310 
NO RIGHT to surrender it to the government—put the 311 
government in the hands of wicked men and you get wicked 312 
government, reaching it's power greedy tentacles into every facet of 313 
your life and not content until it owns not only your things, but 314 
your body too, and not only your body, but your beliefs as well. As 315 
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Bongino reminded us, Orwell's 1984 was not written as a blueprint 316 
for the wicked rulers of our day to take away our personal liberties 317 
— it was a WARNING!  318 
And when it comes to arming yourself — listen to what KING 319 
JESUS SAYS and decide whether you will live under HIS RULE or 320 
if you will bow the knee to Biden, and kiss his ring, and grovel at 321 
the feet, no, under the jack booted heels of these would be 322 
dictators—because it's about WHO HAS THE AUTHORITY, the 323 
government or the PEOPLE, and who will the PEOPLE serve, the 324 
government, or will the government serve them — and the answer 325 
ultimately comes down to this — you will bow the knee to CHRIST 326 
the KING willingly, and so find the TRUTH that will make you 327 
and keep you FREE — or you will BOW the KNEE to CHRIST 328 
later whether you like it or not when HE COMES WITH THE 329 
SAINTS TO EXECUTE THE DIVINE WRATH OF GOD UPON 330 
THE UNGODLY who have crept into our government and settled 331 
in to entrench themselves deeply while we slept, under the great 332 
swelling words of the so-called men of GOD busy "turning the 333 
grace of our God into lasciviousness," and "denying the Lord that 334 
bought them" (II Peter 2:1) — for CHRIST will COME to "execute 335 
judgment upon all, and to convince all that are ungodly among 336 
them of all their ungodly deeds which they have ungodly 337 
committed, and of all their hard speeches which ungodly sinners 338 
have spoken against [Christ]."  339 
Here is what Jesus said about the issue of gun control! 340 
Luke 22:35-38 "And he said unto them, When I sent you without 341 
purse, and scrip, and shoes, lacked ye any thing? And they said, 342 
Nothing. Then said he unto them, But now, he that hath a purse, 343 
let him take it, and likewise his scrip: and he that hath no sword, let 344 
him sell his garment, and buy one. For I say unto you, that this that 345 
is written must yet be accomplished in me, And he was reckoned 346 
among the transgressors: for the things concerning me have an 347 
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end." And they said, Lord, behold, here are two swords. And he 348 
said unto them, It is enough." 349 
He alerted His disciples that some things were going to change. 350 
While He was here, they needed not concern themselves about 351 
having a place to keep their possessions safe, or having scrip, that is 352 
money, to purchase what they needed, like food, and clothing, 353 
housing and so forth. Nor did they need to be concerned about 354 
self-defense — but now that will change. You will need to provide 355 
for your own personal self-defense. 356 
Look closely at this passage! He highlighted the importance of 357 
providing for your own self-defense: if necessary, sell your garment 358 
to get a sword. But look even more closely. Jesus said His 359 
instructions to them would fulfill a prophecy that said Jesus would 360 
be numbered with the transgressors. How would instructing His 361 
disciples to secure a place to keep their possessions safe, 362 
particularly their money, and provide a means to get the money 363 
you will need to survive make Him numbered with transgressors? 364 
But for anyone that was not a Roman citizen to "keep and bare" 365 
arms was contrary to Roman law! He instructed them to buy a 366 
sword, to sell their garment if necessary to buy a sword, and if 367 
necessary, to allow themselves to be counted as transgressors of 368 
UNLAWFUL laws — for in America, it is NOT UNLAWFUL to 369 
keep and bare arms — in AMERICA is it UNLAWFUL to infringe 370 
upon this right. And Mr. Biden, let me tell you what is NOT 371 
ABSOLUTE — your power is not absolute, your Health 372 
Departments are not ABSOLUTE — you don't have absolute 373 
power over our bodies, nor over our safety whether from plagues 374 
or punks, or power hungry politicians. 375 
This Sunday we have as our honored guest pastor Marshal Stevens 376 
from Calvary Baptist Church in American Canyon, CA. It will be 377 
what we call early service, because our evening worship usually 378 
begins at 5 pm, but on special days we don't have a 5 pm service, 379 
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instead we have lunch together at the church and then meet for a 380 
short service afterwards. We are celebrating our church 381 
anniversary and you are all welcome to come and learn something 382 
about the history of the Lighthouse. We begin at 9:30, continue at 383 
10:45, after the morning service we break for lunch then reconvene 384 
usually at about 1 or 1:30.  385 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 386 
know if you see them.  387 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 388 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 389 
email. 390 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 391 
805.314.2114. 392 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 393 


